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About This Game

Jesus Christ RPG deals with the period between the baptism and the transfiguration of Jesus Christ. Like many other Role
Playing Games, this one features turn based battles. You also must undertake tasks as Jesus Christ, Mary Magdalene, Simon

Peter and Judas Iscariot.

This game is for anyone who enjoys playing role playing video games or history or religion or any of the previous options.

Playable Characters in Jesus Christ RPG:

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict wit the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become king.

Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to
fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.
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Virgin Mary - Chosen by God to deliver the Messiah to the world, she must fight against an army which is out to kill her newly
born child.

Joseph - A foster father to Jesus and a carpenter by trade, he will go out of his way to protect his son.

Baby Jesus - Still a toddler, he will help the party the best he can. His skills may be limited for now, but he will grow into a
remarkable person one day.

Gaspar, Melchior & Balthazar - The three wise kings face a perilous journey to the west, where they hope to find the baby
Messiah. Fighting against spirits, robbers and foreign gods, will they ever reach Judea?

Characters playable in RJC RPG

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict with the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become

king.
Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to

fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.

Malchus - A soldier tasked with accompanying Judas on his mission to apprehend Jesus Christ.
Longinus - A centurion who takes prisoners condemned to death by crucifixion to Golgotha, where they meet their demise.

Gesmas - The unrepentant thief. He mocks Jesus at the cross while sharing the same fate. A tough man who does not have
compassion in his heart for anyone.

Dismas - The repentant thief. Dismas realizes his predicament is bad yet caused by his actions. He argues with Gesmas and ends
up reaching Heaven.

Angel Gabriel - The messenger. Here, he helps Jesus on the Lord's last mission before resurrection.
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Just download WinDVD. First and foremost. This game is not Mario Kart. Do not buy this game if you're looking for a Mario
Kart clone. This game, and the two All Stars Racing games are their own thing; and there is a lot more technicality in this game
then what is presented in Mario Kart or other arcade based platform mascot racing games. You can spend 80+ hours in All Stars
Racing Transformed (ASRT) and you'd still be counted as a scrub.

In TSR, the Devs have gone well and truly out of their way to try and explain everything to newer players. From in game
tutorials to hints and tricks on the splash screens. Which should drastically reduce the amount of time it takes to learn some new
things. Compared to ASRT, this game is slightly less technical in being able to do solo runs, but the new teamplay mechanics
more then make up for it and introduce some very interesting plays. It's a strange mechanic, for a racing game when you look at
it on paper, but hell does show in game.

ASRT was way faster and way more difficult then any other racing game in this genre. It was brutally competitive and on more
then a few occasions I either went nuclear or witnessed other people doing so online. And because of it's speed, there was never
any plausible protection against "lag bumps" or other such issues until somebody went and made a ghost mod for it for use in
competitive lobbies.

The team mechanic works to both passively reduce this in three major ways.

1.) Allow teamwork to bring either get slowed players back up to speed; or increase the speed of nearby teammates with a
slipstream mechanic. (which maintains itself far behind the lead player so you don't need to worry about keeping up with, or
slowing down for them if somebody gets hit.)
2.) Reduce the number of hostile players by having 2 other team members.
3.) Reduce traffic in high problem areas by cutting them off to certain "classes" of karts.

Thus, the game retains it's incredible speed without having such a major impact with netcode issues. That is not to say that they
don't still exist, they do, but they're far lessened then ASRT.

There are a few problems, finding lobbies online can be difficult, and glitches do exist for exploiting inclined folks to use in
Time Attack and so on. This game also brings in two "blue shells" that need to be addressed as a lack of them in ASRT was one
of the major things that made it so awesome.

The Lightning wisp, which attacks every member of the rival team. This thing is a huge dislike, and needs to be changed asap.
Nobody likes unavoidable instant hits from nowhere.

And the Quake wisp, which summons tall rock statues from the ground. Although these can be avoided and act very much like
the bees from ASRT, their proximity to each other is far too high and makes it truly difficult to do so compared with the bees.
Simply changing the proximity should be enough.. Not really a production app. Regret buying this.. All Stars Racing Cup is an
isometric homage to RC Pro Am, but manages to so much more lackluster than the 80s classic. The driving is dull, there\u2019s
no grand prix, it\u2019s an uninspiring exhibition with a few closed circuit courses. It\u2019s so basic, generic and devoid of
content that it\u2019s probably an asset flip.

As mentioned before the driving is dull, but the highlight is being able to run into cones that line each course and they\u2019ll
bounce out of your way. The racetracks needs walls, since you can drive off the pavement and over the grass. Without walls, you
can drive wherever, but the game still recognizes that you should be driving on the pavement. You however, will not know
where you left the pavement, and you need to go back to that point.
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Each exhibition forces you to select a car and three opponents to race against on four tracks. There\u2019s a variety of vehicles,
but without stats, I\u2019ll assume they\u2019re all the same and that\u2019s rather disappointing. Thankfully the game
remembers the vehicles between exhibitions or it would be a pain setting that up each time.

The computer controlled drivers do an adequate job, but on a game without much content or fun, their driving skills don\u2019t
matter. Seeing a semi truck spin out made it useless as a competitor. I\u2019m unsure if it was unable to turn around or had a
tire stuck in the ground, but it happened twice on my brief play time. When the first vehicle finishes its three laps, the race is
done. No placement is given and you can\u2019t finish.

There are only a four tracks, each has the same flat terrain and the same grassy theme. Some of these tracks are long, which
result in boredom sinking in quickly. Long tracks don\u2019t need a forced three laps. Even changing the color of the objects
would go a long way to making each course feel different. If the selection of vehicles can at least have different colors, why not
the environments?

When I click the settings, the game freezes, but that might be a first time issue. The game allows for online play, but well if the
racing isn\u2019t fun and there\u2019s not much content, I didn\u2019t even bother trying, I\u2019ll assume that there\u2019s
no one waiting to play.

Even as a dirt cheap game that\u2019s constantly on sale, I can\u2019t recommend this game. It\u2019s shallow, dull and
uninspiring. Even with a solid engine, there are no frills that motivate me to see the light that this could be a great game rather
than a quick cash in and possible asset flip.. Sprites are not bad. These are good, and useful for developers.
Also, Price is not too bad when i think free royalty and how many sprites are put in IGB.
However, Some folders names are vague (Example as 'Effect2', 'Shot1'). It may be good if they are named more detail (like
'Green color Hit Effect', 'Red color gun shot'). Furthermore, IGB Application in steam isn't useful, Because This app doesn't
give any functions to you, If you click 'Open Graphics Folder', this app doesn't open it, just says 'All your files are located in
Your Steam\/SteamApps\/Common Folder or where you had Steam download...'.

Anyway, in my opinion, This content is good. If possible, I recommend you buy this when this is in discount sale.. This game
checks a lot of boxes for me. when I first got a vive I was going into google blocks and building tiny low-poly cities out of bricks
and making ugly trees - this game is very sim-tower-ish and you have to balance your residents desires and make something
that's not ugly.

the team appears responsive thus far (review made within two weeks of launch)

if you like building towers and organizing things, you might enjoy this game. very fun design\/concept. love the art, they've got
the underpinnings, but I'm thinking they need to work a bit on the informational interface with the player to inform them of a
few things better. overall, definetly worth the buy, if you're hesitant, wait a month and come back to see if the dev's have kept
the pace up. concept and technology is all there for a great game, so far very fun even with limited info. reading the help page
(stickied to this discussion forum) is a must. experimenting and trying over is a given for the first few runs. soon you'll be
watching your little guys wander around your parks and buildings with a smug contentment as you construct your gleaming
testament to man's folly.
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A classic 16-Bit RPG?
Thats an offence against all real classic J-RPG's.
This one is just a hull of an RPG. I played this offline so my total playing time was short of 4 hours to finish it.
But that was only because of one of the bugs in this game. You see at one point you must talk to an hermit.
But....you must walk into his room from a specific tile. If you don't and just talk with him...well the cutscene won't
trigger...because of that I searched every dungeon again (not that there are many).
Back to the game.
The story is simple someone is bad and you and your party must kill him.
The graphic even for RPG-Maker is barren. The 2 TWO cities are lifeless.
There are the graphic errors that let you walk into objects or even the sky.
The NPC are talking the same even if you have finished a quest.
Quests...yes, in your very small hometown you can get some sidequests...looks like the devs lost interest in them
after your hometown.
You can see your enemies in the dungeons so you can try to avoid fighting....only that most of them are so big
you can't avoid them. Fighting well your fighters don't hit much but your witch kills everything on screen with one
spell (boss fights needs 3 rounds), So you only need mana potions.
Whats more to say.....heck there are so many good RPGMaker games around don't waste your money for this one
even if its only a few cent.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, bed of chaos.. I watched this game develop from start to finish and
I have to say, i'm impressed. I really respect the amount of work that went into coding it and how quickly bugs were\/are solved.
After purchasing, I honestly only planned on playing for a little while, but 3 hours later I was hooked on "making that money" ;P
I really like that its not just another FPS game, and there is actually some strategy involved. All in all, for the price, I think it's
well worth it.. This really isn't a very good game. Each level (except for a couple of boss levels) is just killing a certain number
of pumkins (which keep spawning until you reach your quota) and then rushing to the exit. There story is barely there. There are
a few different types of pumpkin footsoldiers and only two weapons. The engine isn't great and can be a bit buggy, and every
time a punpkin touches, you, it's an insta-kill.

This is like an early-2000s freeware game. If you were on the Clickteam\/Gamemaker scene at the ime, you've seen many
games like this, and better than this, for free. Not super bad or unplayable, just amateur and too generic. The sort of game
programmers make to get experience and hone their skills. I don't want to lie here. Trailmakers is not perfect, it has many issues
with unstable servers, sometimes wonky physics\/destruction physics and lots of bugs. but that has pretty much every sandbox
game to some extent, especially when in early access. but Trailmakers doesn't need to stand out in that regard because it has
some other things that make it unique and fun to play. that said I will list some of my personal experiences that I got while
playing the game.
first of it is really easy to get into thanks to its simple building mechanics and low level of skill Required to build stuff like a
functional car or plane, but those same simple mechanics don't limit what you can do in any way(or at least most).
Another thing I really like about the game is the "Logic blocks" they are as the name suggests logic related blocks like logic
gates and sensors, they allow for some pretty awesome stuff if you know how to use them. (my favorite use is to make semi-
automated vehicles)
Some of the things I did\/don't like about Trailmakers are the servers, the servers are player hosted which is totally ok with me
but even when running on a strong PC they seem to be pretty fragile. another thing about the servers is that the host does not
have the option to kick players who are on his server, that can sometimes cause some really annoying situations where a player is
being really annoying and you not being able to do something against that except to restart the server and risk him joining again.
and then obviously the bugs but they are mostly just annoying and nothing major. (at least for me)
And now for some neutral stuff, I personally like the new racing focus on the game but many people got a bit upset about it
because, in the beginning, the focus was on open map exploration, but the devs listened and promised a new exploration mode
for which i am really excited.

And another thing i really like is how close the devs are to the community especially on the official Trailmakers discord server,
they have a weekly live stream and talk on the discord really regularly. "A sniper rifle for all occasions." ~ Good lie. You tricked
me.

This DLC isn't a sniper rifle it's an assault rifle. Would love my money back for a gun I don't use because of your faulse
advertising.. A very enjoyable simple game to play. Although could do with a great deal more parts so the rockets can be a lot
more varied..like Kerbal.
Excellent game even with the few parts available, teaches the basics of escaping earths gravity to travel further a field.
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If you interested in space genres, and enjoy your early attempt rockets exploding then this is the game for you...Espescially at
the current price in the sale. (i also bought SIMPLE PLANES , not on Steam yet but you purchase from the menu..This also is a
very fun game to play with all the same physics etc.
9\/10
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